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salvador.tradebitpresents 25 alternative Medicine PLR articles, #15 All alternative Medicine articles are of

high quality, were professionally written and come with PLR (Private Label Rights). The articles come in

the easy .txt format. You can open and edit them easily with any text editor. The structure of the

alternative Medicine articles is easy and widely supported by blogging tools: - First line: title of article -

Rest: article body This quality alternative Medicine related product was prepared with easy and direct use

in mind. You can put it directly into most mass publishing or auto blogging tools, adding alternative

Medicine content to your web site in minutes from now or published over time. This product includes the

alternative Medicine articles: - Muscle Testing For Herbs (400 words) - Natural Cures During Cold And

Flu Season (792 words) - Natural Cure Asthma Alternative Medicine (919 words) - Natural Cure By

Ayurveda (1544 words) - Natural Cure For Bed Sores (576 words) - Natural Health Remedies For Insect

Bites And Stings (791 words) - Natural Health Remedy - Feel Better More Quickly (684 words) - Natural

Herbal Remedies-harmful Effects And Things To Avoid (395 words) - Natural Home Remedies For Strep

Throat (530 words) - Natural Liver Cleansing Products (300 words) - Natural Medicine And Herbs

Economical Home Cures And Beauty Aids (290 words) - Natural Remedies (614 words) - Natural

Remedies And Home Remedies For Dark Circles Under Eyes (718 words) - Natural Remedies For Reflux

And Heartburn (687 words) - Natural Remedies Your Grandmother Swore By (1359 words) - Natural

Treatments For Anxiety (513 words) - New Hopes For Stoke Patients...neuroaid (408 words) - No Worries

On Medicine Costs With Canadian Drug Stores (502 words) - Organic Essential Oils Sourced Directly

From Nature Lap (593 words) - Organic Juices For Constipation (501 words) - Organic Skin Care

Because Your Skin Is Precious (410 words) - Osteopathy Is Different To Chiropractic Healing (568 words)

- Out Of This World - Shamanism Healing (574 words) - Palm Oil Is Another Healthy Oil! (397 words) -

Personal Experiences With Noni - Tips For Optimal Health, Weight Loss, And Wellness. (1162 words)

Summary: This quality product provides 25 alternative Medicine articles with a total of 16227 words. The

average length is 649 words. BONUS for 25 alternative Medicine PLR articles, #15: Find an overview file

_index-of-alternative Medicine-articles.diz, that - lists the alternative Medicine articles - together with their

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=159548738


word counts and - a list of words, that are used frequently in this article. Use these to select the wanted

alternative Medicine articles and as inspiration for tags and keywords. License: 25 alternative Medicine

PLR articles, #15 comes with these rights: [yes] you can do with it, whatever you want. This includes:

[yes] can be sold with personal use rights [yes] can be sold with resale rights [yes] can be sold with

master resale rights [yes] can be sold with private label rights [yes] can be used as web content, for

example for a site related to alternative Medicine [yes] can be edited completely and your name put on it

[yes] can be broken down into smaller articles [yes] can be combined with other alternative Medicine

articles [yes] can be used as alternative Medicine ecourse or autoresponder series [yes] can be submitted

to article directories, if rewritten first [yes] can be added to an alternative Medicine ebook/pdf as content

[yes] can be translated [yes] can be used to create derivative alternative Medicine products, like ebooks,

audio books, presentations, and lots more. Regards, Thomas Salvador. P.S. What is .diz? The .diz files

are regular text files, you can open in your favorite text editor. The extension .diz is used that you can put

the whole product AS-IS in a blog tool. This way you do not need to worry, that these lists/descriptions

(a.k.a. not-alternative Medicine-content) are published on your site. The blogging tool should only process

.txt-files. Hence .txt is used exclusively for publishable alternative Medicine content, but not for internal

information. It is just used to make your life easier. P.P.S. Visit salvador.tradebitfor more high quality

products. Visit plr.li for other quality products with PLR. Get 25 alternative Medicine PLR articles, #15

now! Tags: alternative medicine cash
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